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Dear Fellow Seeker,
 

Our busy lives filled with responsibilities and distractions
rarely provide the time and space to immerse ourselves in
the deep peaceful silence that is the bedrock of existence.
It often requires the intentional combining of several key

factors to provide the ideal conditions for spiritual
experiences that are the next level in our awakening process.

 
On these retreats you are offered such a synergy as a

residential retreat. With the intentional creation of sacred
space, in a most beautiful setting, with a spiritual teacher

carrying a high frequency, the stage will be set to drop in, go
deep and have your Divinity express itself as it sees fit to do.



About the Retreat

A way to run these retreats is to follow the flow of energy in the collective field. As
things emerge, to draw on skills and experience to meet what is expressing itself in

the moment. Such a semi-structured approach will be offered. There will be the usual
foundational components such as meditation several times a day, times for

questions and answers, sharing, and Satsang to engage the A to Z of this glorious
and challenging awakening journey. 

 
A unique component of this retreat will be ad hoc presentations of relevant glorious
Divine teachings and practices given to Evan directly from the celestial realm. Some
form of day-starting exercise to stretch the body(yoga, Qigong etc) will be offered
along with wholesome nutritious food, breaking the day to rest, walk, contemplate

and comfortable clean places to rest our moving temples over-night.



After completing his internship in Clinical Psychology in 1991, Evan established himself in the
personal development space in various ways. He offered Shadow Work retreats, EQ

workshops, group depth facilitation, executive and private coaching, Imago relationship
coaching and general transformation services.

 
Running parallel with Evan’s professional life was a steadily building intensity to know truth. In
1999 Sathya Sai Baba, an Avatar, revealed Himself to Evan in dramatic fashion granting him a
super conscious experience. A Divine romance ensued with all the sublime feelings, incredible

experiences, inner communication, dreams and transformation. These brought longed for
satisfaction, security, peace, contentment and true love.

 
Evan’s path is that of love and devotion. It’s known as the easiest and most enjoyable path

home to the mountain top of Self-Realization. A grace-drenched life filled with abiding peace,
bliss and ongoing awakenings, such as Evan’s, is possible for all. It only requires dedication to
love and spiritual practice under the guidance of a loving responsible teacher. Evan offers the

path of love he walks, side by side with Divinity, 100% from the heart. Though he teaches
knowledge he has accumulated, the emphasis is very much on facilitation of spiritual

experience. Evan creates powerful Shakti fields in his work, inviting Divine Will to use him as
Her instrument.

 

Evan
KlisserAbout Your Teacher



 
Through his spiritual experiences, research into studies of awakening and consistent Divine

guidance it became clear to Evan, that a full awakening is not just waking “up”. The process is
incomplete and dangerous without waking “in”. This is the transformation work of self

awareness and self-responsibility; of Personal Mastery, Shadow work, Emotional Intelligence
and Relationship work. This transformation work has been heavily emphasised in Evan’s
dream guidance and brought him full circle back to the work he had done professionally

since 1991. He has received Divinely sourced practices through his dreams which are offered
to the seekers he works with.

 
Evan’s approach is grounded in practicality, empowering seekers with customized processes
and practices from a vast toolbox, to aid them to achieve their spiritual and transformational

goals.
 

He is a member of the core workers group administering the world mission of an expression
of the Divine Mother, Ganga Bhavani Maa. Evan’s Master, Sathya Sai Baba, guided,

encouraged and blessed him to support this Divine Mother mission which he has been doing
gratefully since 2017.

 
His special areas of interest are Transformation, Kundalini, the Divine Life in the world, Dream

interpretation, Inner child work, Supervising other coaches, and Love.
 

About Evan  continued...



What retreatants say...

 
Vicky

An experience that is almost impossible to
capture in words for me. The experience

was life-changing for me. A beautiful ,
supportive environment - gentle, loving,
caring, grounding, peaceful. A wonderful

journey within. I loved that we did not follow
a strict programme. It just flowed so

beautifully and lovingly. It felt easy, natural
and very very sacred. The silent reflections,

the spaces in between where time stood
still and my mind stopped racing.

Meditation just felt so easy and natural. Oh,
and opening up the heart and the gift of

tears. That was profound.
 

Coenrie
It’s the most amazing peaceful experience
of my life. It was an experience that cannot

be described in words - highest Spiritual
levels. What stood out was the Sincerity

and Love.
 
 

 
Andrew

Amazing. Very well organised. Would do
again in a heart beat. Before the retreat

my heart was closed. After the retreat my
heart was open. Thank you for hosting it. 

 It was life changing for me.   
 

Jeremy
I had a truly miraculous time! It really felt

like a "once in a lifetime" event and
something that I will treasure for the years
to come. I appreciated being exposed to
Indian philosophy and practices, within a
space that encouraged questioning and
engagement. And being in a space that

was held in such a way so as to allow for
genuine vulnerability and openness
allowing me to feel safe. Venue - so
beautiful, truly something special.

Accommodation - simple, but more than
adequate.  

 



What retreatants say...

Bronwyn
It was a very balanced retreat and I loved
that it was divinely guided and flowed the

way it did. A beautiful journey into a
deeper understanding and nurturing of

one's spiritual awakening filled with love,
divine Shakti and growth.

 
Sharon

A wonderful safe space lovingly held in
which to learn, meditate and process.
Highlights were the sharing of both

personal knowledge about the Vedic
scriptures and also personal experience of

the Kundalini process. Being held in the
'field' of love and high resonance was

profound.
 

Pierre
I experienced a bit of heaven. Life

changing in many ways.
 

Kavir
I admired how Evan took into account

everyones needs and then surrendered
this to the Divine Mother to ensure the

vessels of their hearts would be filled with
love, energy and peace. It was highly

energizing and rejuvenating weekend for
the mind, body and spirit. It had a beautiful
blend of theory and practical techniques.

 
Rose

Evan’s leadership is so gentle and inclusive.
He is a vessel and vehicle of Divine Love

which just pours out of him. The singing of
Sanskrit devotional songs increased the

Divine Shakti (energy) in the room.
So going into deep meditation periods
almost felt effortless and certainly very

deep.
 

Liesbet
Peaceful, fluid, loving.



What retreatants say...

Hilton
I really enjoyed the Kirtans (group

devotional songs) that were familiar - the
feeling of this vibration on the physical
body and heart was profound and the

stillness that followed seemed to
transcend this world. I enjoyed the venue.
Was great to walk to meals and rooms.
Acoustics felt good in the hall. Carpeted
floor was great. Felt comfortable. Lovely
to be in the mountains and didn't feel too

far away.  
 

Chloe
Grounding, refreshing, enlightening, a gift
to my spiritual self and personal growth.

 
Joanne

It was a Divinely inspired weekend.... Just
WOW.

Clive
A beautiful immersion into a deep world of

spiritual bliss where fellowships were
forged with love. This all done in the most

magnificent surroundings.
 

Val
An amazing experience, skillfully

orchestrated. What was unique was the
unifying presence, the love of the Divine

Mother.
 

Anonymous
I really liked the devotional quality of the
retreat. The Shakti (Divine energy) was
intense at times. I loved the kirtan and

bhajans (devotional singing). The retreat
helped me open my heart and connect

with a deeper part of myself. I appreciated
the semi-structured approach and room

for spontaneity.



Between R3500 & R5400 pp
(depending on accommodation

selected)
Meals & Accomodation

included.
  

*Requirement: 50% deposit to secure

your place. Please note places are

limited and first come first served

*Only 30 spaces available on each

retreat.

Cost

21 - 23 February
8-10 May

21-23 August
20-22 November

Dates

Volmoed
Hemel en Aarde, Hermanus, 
Website: www.volmoed.co.za

Venue

Teaching Contact

Evan Klisser
+27 82 881 8292

evan.klisser@icloud.com
 

Bookings

Joanne Page
+27 82 818 3278

EvanK.events@gmail.com


